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Check out this ebook of my lady pirate (heroes of the sea #3) by danelle harmon queen
of the sea maeve merrick is the notorious pirate queen of the caribbean-a fierce and fiery
she-wolf burned by the treachery of men. sensuous and independent, she sails the
world's oceans with her loyal band of women warriors. desiring neither marriage nor
love, she wants for nothing—until the sea delivers to her a treasure beyond compare.
king of the rogues her gift is queen of the sea maeve merrick is the notorious pirate
queen of the caribbean-a fierce and fiery she-wolf burned by the treachery of men.
sensuous and independent, she sails the world's oceans with her loyal band of women
warriors. desiring neither marriage nor love, she wants for nothing—until the sea
delivers to her a treasure beyond compare. king of the rogues her gift is gray, a
handsome castaway with a dangerous secret, who is overcome with desire for the bold
and bewitching pirate queen. beneath a star-studded sky, maeve succumbs to the magic

of gray's passionate touch. for the dark stranger has vowed to conquer the beautiful
buccaneer's heart. but can he teach her to trust—and to love—once more? ...more
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X-MEN: WHO GOES THERE? (MARVEL SUPER HEROES/SAGA: THE
INVASION OF EARTH SERIES) (THE INVASION OF EARTH SERIES)
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STRONGER: A SUPER HUMAN CLASH (THE NEW
HEROES/QUANTUM PROPHECY #6)
the critically acclaimed super human series reaches its shocking conclusion all
gethin rao wants is to be like every other boy his age. but normal twelve-year-olds
aren't blue. and they certainly aren't thirteen feet tall. that's what happens when his
superpowers kick in. and from that moment on, his life is never the same. treated
as a villain--a monster--gethin spends the the critically acclaimed super human
series reaches its shocking conclusion all gethin rao wants is to be like every other
boy his age. but normal twelve-year-olds aren't blue. and they certainly aren't
Readable/Downloadable
thirteen feet tall. that's what happens when his superpowers kick in. and from that
moment on, his life is never the same. treated as a villain--a monster--gethin
spends the rest of his life on the run or as a prisoner in a secret military facility.
when he finally escapes, he falls in with a group of superpowered teens and
becomes the one thing he never thought he'd be: a hero. but as the years pass by
and he takes the name brawn, gethin learns that being a good guy is a lot more
difficult than he thought. michael carroll delves deeper into the life of one of his
favorite characters and in the process gives readers his most satisfying, exciting
adventure yet, which leads directly into his quantum prophecy trilogy. ...more

THE ASCENSION: A SUPER HUMAN CLASH (THE NEW
HEROES/QUANTUM PROPHECY #5)
they'd done it. not only had roz, abby, lance, and thunder survived their first battle
with a super villain, they'd defeated him. krodin was dead, and they had saved the
world. now everything could go back to normal-good old, boring normal. school.
parents. friends. but three weeks later, the world suddenly changes. the united
states is under martial law, the people are li they'd done it. not only had roz, abby,
lance, and thunder survived their first battle with a super villain, they'd defeated
him. krodin was dead, and they had saved the world. now everything could go
Readable/Downloadable
back to normal-good old, boring normal. school. parents. friends. but three weeks
later, the world suddenly changes. the united states is under martial law, the
people are little more than drones, and where central park should be there now
stands a massive glass-and-steel building, home to the all-powerful chancellor. in
michael carroll's follow-up to the acclaimed super human, the world has been
remade in the chancellor's image, and it's about to get much much worse. only this
young band of heroes has a chance of stopping him, but can they return the world
to what it was, or will they be stranded in this alternate world forever? ...more
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EVELINA; OR, THE HISTORY OF A YOUNG LADY'S ENTRANCE
INTO THE WORLD (DODO PRESS)
frances burney (1752-1840), also known as fanny burney and after marriage as
madame d'arblay, was a novelist, diarist, and playwright. she was self-educated,
and began writing what she called her "scribblings" at the age of ten. she
destroyed the manuscript of her first novel, but her journals survived. in 1793 she
married a french exile, general alexandre d'arblay. their frances burney (17521840), also known as fanny burney and after marriage as madame d'arblay, was a
novelist, diarist, and playwright. she was self-educated, and began writing what
she called her "scribblings" at the age of ten. she destroyed the manuscript of her
Readable/Downloadable
first novel, but her journals survived. in 1793 she married a french exile, general
alexandre d'arblay. their only son, alexander, was born in 1794. after a lengthy
writing career, and travels that took her to france for over ten years, she settled in
bath, england. throughout her career as a writer, her wit and talent for satirical
caricatures were widely acknowledged. in total, she wrote four novels, eight plays,
one biography, and twenty volumes of journals and letters. her works include: the
history of caroline evelyn (1767), evelina; or, the history of a young lady's
entrance into the world (1778), cecilia; or, memoirs of an heiress (1782), camilla:
or, a picture of youth (1796) and the wanderer; or, female difficulties (1814).
...more
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HORTON HALFPOTT: OR, THE FIENDISH MYSTERY OF SMUGWICK
MANOR; OR, THE LOOSENING OF M'LADY LUGGERTUCK'S
CORSET
tom angleberger's latest, loopiest middle-grade novel begins when m'lady
luggertuck loosens her corset (it's never been loosened before!), thereby setting
off a chain of events in which all the strict rules of smugwick manor are
abandoned. when, as a result of "the loosening," the precious family heirloom, the
luggertuck lump (quite literally a lump), goes missing, the lug tom angleberger's
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latest, loopiest middle-grade novel begins when m'lady luggertuck loosens her
corset (it's never been loosened before!), thereby setting off a chain of events in
which all the strict rules of smugwick manor are abandoned. when, as a result of
"the loosening," the precious family heirloom, the luggertuck lump (quite literally
a lump), goes missing, the luggertucks look for someone to blame. is it horton
halfpott, the good-natured but lowly kitchen boy who can't tell a lie? or one of the
many colorful cast members in this silly romp of a mystery. ...more
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MANOR; OR, THE LOOSENING OF M’LADY LUGGERTUCK’S
CORSET
tom angleberger's latest, loopiest middle-grade novel begins when m'lady
luggertuck loosens her corset (it's never been loosened before!), thereby setting
off a chain of events in which all the strict rules of smugwick manor are
abandoned. when, as a result of "the loosening," the precious family heirloom, the
luggertuck lump (quite literally a lump), goes missing, the lug tom angleberger's
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latest, loopiest middle-grade novel begins when m'lady luggertuck loosens her
corset (it's never been loosened before!), thereby setting off a chain of events in
which all the strict rules of smugwick manor are abandoned. when, as a result of
"the loosening," the precious family heirloom, the luggertuck lump (quite literally
a lump), goes missing, the luggertucks look for someone to blame. is it horton
halfpott, the good-natured but lowly kitchen boy who can't tell a lie? or one of the
many colorful cast members in this silly romp of a mystery. ...more

A LADY'S VISIT TO THE GOLD DIGGINGS OF AUSTRALIA IN 1852 TO 1853
before commencing an account of our operations at the eagle hawk, it will be necessary to write a few words in
Readable/Downloadable
description of our gold-digging party there; their christian names will be sufficient distinction, and will leave their
incognito undisturbed.
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THE LADY'S WICKED PROPOSITION (WICKED LIAISONS #1 5)
short story originally published in the love is... charity anthology length: 20 pages
a late night game of cards turns into something far more intriguing when edwina
merriweather confesses a secret to one of the most charming and debauched men
in london. contrary to popular opinion, dina is not in town to find a husband.
instead, she’s resolved to find a rake. francis short story originally published in the
love is. charity anthology length: 20 pages a late night game of cards turns into
Readable/Downloadable
something far more intriguing when edwina merriweather confesses a secret to
one of the most charming and debauched men in london. contrary to popular
opinion, dina is not in town to find a husband. instead, she’s resolved to find a
rake. francis chevalier is fascinated by the drunken spinster offering up her
virginity like a piece of cake. torn between the need to have her and the desire to
protect her from her own stupidity, he politely declines. undeterred, dina returns
with a proposition so daring even chevalier cannot refuse. .more

OSCAR WILDE COMBO #1: THE PLAYS: A WOMAN OF NO
IMPORTANCE/THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST/LADY
WINDERMERE'S FAN/SALOME/AN IDEAL HUSBAND
five plays by oscar wilde in one volume! a woman of no importance the
importance of being earnest lady windermere's fan salome an ideal husband
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SUPER HUMAN (THE NEW HEROES/QUANTUM PROPHECY #4)
four thousand years ago the world’s first super human walked the earth.
possessing the strength of one hundred men, skin impervious to attack, and the
ability to read minds, this immortal being used his power to conquer and enslave
nations. now plans are in motion that will transport this super human to the
present, where he’ll usher in a new age of tyranny unlike anything four thousand
years ago the world’s first super human walked the earth. possessing the strength
of one hundred men, skin impervious to attack, and the ability to read minds, this
immortal being used his power to conquer and enslave nations. now plans are in
motion that will transport this super human to the present, where he’ll usher in a
new age of tyranny unlike anything the world has ever seen. determined to stand
against them, using powers they’ve only just begun to master, is a ragtag group of
young heroes. for them this first test may be their greatestand last. ...more
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A LADY'S LIFE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS (VIRAGO
TRAVELLERS)
in 1872, isabella bird, daughter of a clergyman, set off alone to the antipodes 'in
search of health' and found she had embarked on a life of adventurous travel. in
1873, wearing hawaiian riding dress, she rode her horse through the american
wild west, a terrain only newly opened to pioneer settlement. the letters that make
up this volume were first published in 1879. they in 1872, isabella bird, daughter
of a clergyman, set off alone to the antipodes 'in search of health' and found she
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had embarked on a life of adventurous travel. in 1873, wearing hawaiian riding
dress, she rode her horse through the american wild west, a terrain only newly
opened to pioneer settlement. the letters that make up this volume were first
published in 1879. they tell of magnificent, unspoiled landscapes and abundant
wildlife, of encounters with rattlesnakes, wolves, pumas and grizzly bears, and her
reactions to the volatile passions of the miners and pioneer settlers. a classic
account of a truly astounding journey. ...more
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LADY'S CHOICE: ETHEL WAXHAM'S JOURNALS AND LETTERS,
1905-1910
ethel waxham's letters and journals provide a rich portrait of the american west of
the early 1900s and of the limitations facing educated women of that period. the
first-person sources create a historical context for issues still pertinent to women
facing problems of employment, education, and social change. john mcphee
excerpted portions of waxham's journals in rising fr ethel waxham's letters and
journals provide a rich portrait of the american west of the early 1900s and of the
Readable/Downloadable
limitations facing educated women of that period. the first-person sources create a
historical context for issues still pertinent to women facing problems of
employment, education, and social change. john mcphee excerpted portions of
waxham's journals in rising from the plains. lady's choice presents the complete
journal and waxham's extensive correspondence, revealing her decision in 1905 to
accept a teaching job at a one-room school in wyoming, her five-year courtship by
john love, and her attempts, as well as those of her college-educated friends, to
pursue higher education and a career. ...more

HEROES &AMP; MONSTERS: THE UNOFFICIAL COMPANION TO
THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN (THE
UNOFFICIAL COMPANION TO THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY
GENTLEMEN #1)
this book-length celebration and analysis of the artistic event of the century
includes an exclusive interview and introduction by league of extraordinary
gentlemen co creator and author alan moore; commentary by co-creator a nd
illustrator kevin o'neill: detailed, panel-by-panel annotations of the first league of
extraordinary gentlemen series.
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THE DIAMOND AGE: OR, A YOUNG LADY'S ILLUSTRATED PRIMER
the diamond age: or, a young lady's illustrated primer is a postcyberpunk novel by
neal stephenson. it is to some extent a science fiction coming-of-age story,
focused on a young girl named nell, and set in a future world in which
nanotechnology affects all aspects of life. the novel deals with themes of
education, social class, ethnicity, and the nature of artificial inte the diamond age: Readable/Downloadable
or, a young lady's illustrated primer is a postcyberpunk novel by neal stephenson.
it is to some extent a science fiction coming-of-age story, focused on a young girl
named nell, and set in a future world in which nanotechnology affects all aspects
of life. the novel deals with themes of education, social class, ethnicity, and the
nature of artificial intelligence. ...more

DARK LADY'S CHOSEN (CHRONICLES OF THE NECROMANCER #4)
"treachery and blood magic threaten king martris drayke's hold on the throne he
risked everything to win. as the battle against a traitor lord comes to its final days,
war, plague and betrayal bring margolan to the brink of destruction. civil war
looms in isencroft. finally, in dark haven, lord jonmarc vahanian has bargained his
soul for vengeance as he leads the vayash mo "treachery and blood magic threaten
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king martris drayke's hold on the throne he risked everything to win. as the battle
against a traitor lord comes to its final days, war, plague and betrayal bring
margolan to the brink of destruction. civil war looms in isencroft. finally, in dark
haven, lord jonmarc vahanian has bargained his soul for vengeance as he leads the
vayash moru against a dangerous rogue who would usher in a future drenched in
blood."--p.[4] of cover. ...more

HEART OF DARKNESS THE DARKEST ANGEL\LOVE ME TO DEATH\LADY OF THE NILE (LORDS OF THE
UNDERWORLD #4 5)
from the masters of paranormal romance, three brand-new tales of seduction... the darkest angel by gena showalter a lords of
the underworld tale an iron-willed demon assassin, angel lysander has never known lust--until he meets bianka. spawned from
the bloodline of lucifer, the beautiful but deadly harpy is determined to lead the pure-hearted lysander into temptation love
from the masters of paranormal romance, three brand-new tales of seduction. the darkest angel by gena showalter a lords of the
underworld tale an iron-willed demon assassin, angel lysander has never known lust--until he meets bianka. spawned from the Readable/Downloadable
bloodline of lucifer, the beautiful but deadly harpy is determined to lead the pure-hearted lysander into temptation love me to
death by maggie shayne twenty-two years ago four teenage boys were convicted of a young girl's murder. now, in the form of
a beautiful woman, the "victim" is seeking vengeance. and only one man dares to dig into the past to uncover its secrets.and set
her free. lady of the nile by susan krinard lady tameri believes herself to be the reincarnation of an ancient egyptian princess,
and leo erskine has set out to prove her wrong.never dreaming that they are about to discover a prophecy that will bind them
together forever. .more
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FALLEN HEROES (STAR TREK DEEP SPACE NINE (STAR TREK:
DEEP SPACE NINE #5)
when a troop of alien warriors demands the return of an imprisoned comrade-- a
prisoner no one on deep space nine knows anything about-- commander benjamin
sisko has a deadly fight on his hands. under sudden attack from the heavily armed
warriors, sisko and his crew struggle desperately to repel the invaders and save the
lives of everyone on board. meanwhile, a strange dev when a troop of alien
warriors demands the return of an imprisoned comrade-- a prisoner no one on
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deep space nine knows anything about-- commander benjamin sisko has a deadly
fight on his hands. under sudden attack from the heavily armed warriors, sisko and
his crew struggle desperately to repel the invaders and save the lives of everyone
on board. meanwhile, a strange device from the gamma quadrant has shifted
ferengi barkeeper quark and security chief odo three days into the future to a silent
deep space nine. to save the station they must discover what caused the invasion
to take place, and find a pathway back through time itself. ...more

HUNTER (THE NEW HEROES/QUANTUM PROPHECY #7)
the fourth installment of the critically acclaimed super human series. the defeat of
the near-invincible villain krodin has left a void in the superhuman hierarchy, a
void that two opposing factors are trying to fill. the powerful telepath max dalton
believes that the human race must be controlled and shepherded to a safe future,
while his rival casey duval believes that st the fourth installment of the critically
acclaimed super human series. the defeat of the near-invincible villain krodin has
left a void in the superhuman hierarchy, a void that two opposing factors are
trying to fill. the powerful telepath max dalton believes that the human race must
be controlled and shepherded to a safe future, while his rival casey duval believes
that strength can only be achieved through conflict. caught in the middle is lance
mckendrick, a teenager with no special powers, only his wits and the tricks of a
con artist. but lance has a mission of his own: krodin’s ally, the violent and
unpredictable supervillain slaughter, murdered lance’s family, and he intends to
make her pay. ...more
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THE RECKONING (THE NEW HEROES/QUANTUM PROPHECY #3)
not long ago the world thought its superhumans dead after a great battle wiped out
heroes and villains alike. now, new heroes - and new villains - have miraculously
emerged in the form of teenagers. the new heroes find themselves on the cusp of
wwiii, caused by their very existence. one hero is torn between right and wrong as
he falls under the spell of a former ally turne not long ago the world thought its
superhumans dead after a great battle wiped out heroes and villains alike. now,
new heroes - and new villains - have miraculously emerged in the form of
Readable/Downloadable
teenagers. the new heroes find themselves on the cusp of wwiii, caused by their
very existence. one hero is torn between right and wrong as he falls under the
spell of a former ally turned villain, while another must come to terms with his
dark role in the battle, as predicted by quantum's prophecy years ago. if the planet
is to survive, our new heroes will need to prove stronger than even they can
imagine. the year of the superhero continues in this addictive thrill-ride that brings
the traditional superhero comic book to a novel format in the most satisfying of
ways. ...more
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